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Cheez Balls Are Back and the World
Demands These 7 Snacks Return, Too
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People who dedicated their time and energy to bringing back Planters
Cheez Balls and Cheez Curls have been rewarded, and now, it's time for
these other snacks to return.

After 12 years, the people who started petitions, created online groups
and wrote snail mail letters asking Planters to bring back their favorite
cheesy snack are nally getting what they want.
For a limited time only, Planters is bringing back Cheez Balls and Cheez
Curls beginning in July.

“We heard many impassioned pleas for us to bring Cheez Balls and
Cheez Curls back over the years, and we wanted to give our fans a
chance to reunite with their most-missed cheesy snack,” said Planters
Head of Brand Building Melanie Huet. “We made sure our Cheez Balls
and Cheez Curls still have the same delicious taste, airy texture and
uorescent color you know and love, so our fans can enjoy a nostalgic
trip down memory lane with every canister.”
The world is lucky to be blessed with the delicious puffs again but there
are other snacks from memory lane that need to come back.

NESTLÉ WONDER BALL
Buying a Nestle Wonder Ball was buying an experience.
The chocolate orb held wonders an 8-year-old could only imagine.
It was the perfect candy. Sweet chocolate, savory candy, and a prize?!
Nothing compares to you Wonder Ball.

DUNKAROOS
Even though the frosting to cookie ratio was off, Dunkaroos are a sweet
tooth essential the world misses.
Convenient and delicious, the world is not the same without Dunkaroos.

HIGH C ECTO COOLER
High C Ecto Coolers were delicious.
The good thing about this treat is that it tastes great to kids and adults.
Apparently, Coca-Cola brought the drink back to promote the
"Ghostbusters" reboot in 2016, but that wasn't enough.

SQUEEZIT
If you missed out on the High C Ecto Coolers, the next best thing was
Squeezits.
Squeezits was the nectar of the earth and all the arti cial ingredients
mankind had to offer.

GUACAMOLE DORITOS
Guacamole Doritos was the epitome of modern science. Mixing a dip
and a chip? That's a step for evolution.
More like one step forward and two steps back considering the delicious
chip has been discontinued.
There are other brands that have the same chip, but it will never be
Doritos.
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ALTOIDS SOUR
Altoids Sour is popular among a select portion of consumers, and all
they do is complain about Altoids Sour being discontinued.
The tart mint hit you like a slap in the face, which a lot of people like
apparently.

FLAMIN' HOT CHEETOS ASTEROIDS
A common rst world problem is not being able to carry around your
regular Flamin' Hot Cheetos.
If only there was a product that put the cheesiness into a
convenient container and small poppable shape.
Oh wait, there was, but it looks like Chester the Cheetah hates everyone
and took the perfect asteroids away.

